Genetic Risk of Tuberculosis is Spread within the Hallmarks of the Disease
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Abstract

Regarding genetic predisposition to tuberculosis, we suggest that the maximal risk for clinical manifestation requires complementation of sub-risks divided among the hallmarks of the disease. Clinical tuberculosis would only be revealed if at least one from each group of the genes encoding putative 5 (perhaps 7) hallmarks of the disease are mutated or changed epigenetically. These mutations/changes could be either sporadic (usually by the influence of the environment like other infection [HIV], nutrition, smoking, radiation etc.) or inherited. Avoidance of the immune attack is one of the hallmarks for TB that is shared with cancer. Perhaps, a similar immunotherapy as the recent one used in treating immunogenic types of cancer (anti-PD1, or/and anti-CTLA4) could be also successful in therapy of (multi-drug) resistant TB.

Introduction

Here we comment our recent findings regarding genetic risk for tuberculosis. In particular we refer to two kinds of studies: (A) the first stems from a collaborative effort in genome-wide screening (GWS) for genetic susceptibility to pulmonary tuberculosis in several ethnic groups of Caucasians [1], and the other (B) is from our educated guess studies [2-5].

A) The former study [1] identified a susceptibility locus on chromosome 6 in the human genome that is otherwise central in adaptive immunity. Namely, the association with disease was found in the locus encoding the HLA class II molecules. The products of HLA genes are essential for TB antigen presentation on cells like macrophages and dendritic cells. During the type I immune responses particular HLA class II molecules in combination with TB antigenic peptide can cause CD4 T helper lymphocytes activation and the secretion of interferon-γ (IFN-γ), leading to pathogen-Mycobacterium tuberculosis clearance. Failure to do so would seem to present a high risk in contracting tuberculosis. Previous case-control studies found association with the disease of some HLA alleles in Cambodian (HLA-DQB1*05:03, number of cases/controls [cs/cn]=126/88) [6] and Thai populations [7] (HLA-DQB1*05:01, cs/cn=82/160), however those were not GWS. Two of us (L.B.K and Z.D.) contributed to recent GWS study that used 28 million markers spread across the genome and involved hundreds of thousands of individuals (9654 pulmonary tuberculosis patients and 294043 controls) [1]. The study found that three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the HLA class II loci were significantly associated with tuberculosis: rs557011 (p<2 × 10^{-15}) and rs9271378 (p<3 × 10^{-15}), both located between HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DRB1, and a missense variant encoding p.Ala210Thr in HLA-DQA1*03:01 (rs9272785, p<1 × 10^{-9}). Remarkably, the latter was not significantly associated with pulmonary TB in Croatians (cs/cn=438/1008), but it was significantly linked to increased risk for the disease in both, Icelandic population (p<3 × 10^{-7}, cs/cn=3686/287427) and Russians (p<5 × 10^{-4}, cs/cn=5530/5607). Recent case-control studies from other groups, despite using much lower number of individuals, corroborated the role of HLA class II in affecting the risk for TB in Ugandan (HLA-DQB1*03:03, cs/cn=43/42) [8] and Brazilian Amazon populations (HLA-DRB1*04, cs/cn=316/306) [9]. Together, the data strongly suggest that poorly-Mycobacterium tuberculosis-binding HLA class II alleles might contribute to developing TB by being one of the many risks among multifactorial genetic hallmarks of tuberculosis.

Alongside the inappropriate HLA molecules (including DQA1*03:01 found in our study [1]) that pose the greatest predisposition to tuberculosis in European Caucasians, additional molecules involved in the immune response to Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacterium from antigen presentation to effector cellular response might contribute to TB susceptibility and the search is on. The genome wide screenings, previously done in several other populations, identified other predisposing loci on chromosomes 15(q11-13) and X (The Gambia and South Africa) [10], 18q11 (rs4331426, p<6 × 10^{-9}) (Ghana, The Gambia) [11], and 11p13 (rs2057178, p<2 × 10^{-9}) (Ghana, The Gambia, Indonesia, Russia) [12].

B) Perhaps, it could help to use an educated guess approach to look for additional risk factors. We did so by studying molecules important for the activation of antigen presenting cells like dendritic cells and macrophages. These molecules have roles in the host defense mechanisms against intracellular bacteria such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which live in macrophages. The activation process depends on molecules like Toll-like receptors (TLR) and pro-inflammatory cytokines including IFN-γ and Interleukin (IL)-17. The latter stimulate macrophages to kill intracellular bacteria. Therefore, our educated guess studies involved genes encoding molecules such as IFN-γ, IL-17 (A and F), TLR-2 and TLR-10.

We have previously found association of particular IFNG polymorphisms with TB in our Caucasian subpopulation [3]. And, recently, we reported that genetic polymorphisms in genes coding for the anti-inflammatory TLR-10 protein could affect the risk for TB [2].
However, the association of SNPs in the pro-inflammatory \textit{IL17A} and \textit{IL17F} genes (rs2275913 and rs763780, respectively) with tuberculosis, found previously in the Chinese population [13], could not be repeated in the Croatian Caucasians [2].

Upholding our finding that \textit{IL17A} polymorphism has no influence on TB risk in Caucasians came from recent meta-analysis that assessed rs2275913 polymorphism and concluded that neither Asians nor Caucasians have significant associations of this SNP with predisposition to TB [14]. Interestingly, significant association was observed in population in another polymorphism in the \textit{IL17A} gene rs3748067, which needs further assessment in Caucasians [14]. Furthermore, meta-analysis for \textit{IL17F} polymorphism rs763780 showed that, indeed, it might be linked to susceptibility to tuberculosis in Asians but not in Caucasians [14], confirming our previous report [2]. These results suggest that genetic TB risks regarding \textit{IL17} genes might differ across various human subpopulations.

Another candidate gene, which has an important role in immunity against TB, is the Toll-like receptor 10 (TLR10), because it is an anti-inflammatory factor [15]. TLR-10 chain associates with TLR-2 chain (a \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis}-binding protein [16]) at the cell surface of macrophages. The TLR-10 / TLR-2 interaction is thought to diminish activation of macrophages (via IFN-γ or IL17) to kill intracellular bacteria that would normally occur via heterodimeric complex made of TLR-2/TLR-1 (or TLR-2/TLR-6) in over 90% of healthy individuals. We reported previously that gene polymorphisms in \textit{TLR2} genes (that encode TLR-2 proteins either having a dominant-negative activity or disabled function) are associated with TB in Croatian population [17]. Molecular association with TLR10, which probably expunges TLR1 or TLR6 from the heterodimeric complex, can disable inflammatory action of the TLR2 protein. When we analyzed TLR10 SNP rs11096957 we found that it was associated with increased risk for TB, and, furthermore, homozygotes carrying the A allele had increased risk for developing the disease [2].

Why is there a different HLA class II allele found associated with tuberculosis in every tested subpopulation? And, why have some \textit{IL17(A/F)} polymorphisms been found as risk factors in one human subpopulation but not in another?

An explanation could be that genome markers (polymorphisms in DNA that affect protein expression and function) are being changed by natural selection faster than anticipated, and thus they are not easily recognized for what they stand for. Alternatively, they represent pointers for a collection of malfunctioned biologic processes important for the defense against \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis} bacilli that were distributed unequally in humans by migration and genetic drift. We favor the latter explanation. For example, in our recent study [1], we found a failure in the antigen presentation process (by not having the appropriate HLA molecule to present a \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis} peptide to T cells) as a risk for contracting pulmonary TB. Furthermore, another failed process might also pose a risk: CD4 T cells (in cell contact with macrophages having perhaps the “wrong” allele of TLR10) might secrete lower amounts of IFN-γ needed to (activate the same macrophages and) destroy intracellular \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis} [2]. We believe these studies do not need confirmations (that exactly the same allele or polymorphism affect TB risk in other human subpopulation), but rather complementation with genes belonging to the same putative hallmark of TB.

The Hypothesis about Hallmarks of Tuberculosis

We suggest that the complex genetic susceptibility to tuberculosis is theoretically comparable to risk of developing cancer. For cancer, in order to become a deadly disease, at least ten genes need to be mutated or epigenetically changed. These must belong to ten groups of biologic processes that are characteristics (hallmarks) of all cancers [18]. Every hallmark comprises a set of genes, whose mutated or epigenetically changed forms are often found assembled in a cancer cell with a different combination of other 9 hallmarks’ oncogenic alleles, in each individual case. Moreover, many mutated or modified genes might be present in a cancer stem cell, but if they comprise all ten hallmarks, the risk for developing deadly form of cancer is maximized.

We suggest that a similar analysis can be exploited in explaining the risk for developing clinical tuberculosis. The ten groups of genes mutated in cancer are deliberately called “hallmarks” as they represent failed functional processes or pathological characteristics of the disease [18]. With the same aim let us define the hallmarks of tuberculosis, and then, in the next stage, plan to analyze whether tuberculosis has developed in individuals that carry a set of polymorphisms (either mutations or epigenetic malformations) belonging to all proposed hallmark groups (see below and Figure 1).

**Figure 1**: Hallmarks of tuberculosis (TB): Complex hereditary diseases such as TB or cancer have genetically encoded predisposing (risk) factors in their hallmarks, which are biological characteristics of the disease. We hypothesize that, for tuberculosis to manifest itself as a clinical disease in infected individuals, at least one of the genetic factors from each hallmark needs to fail. We suggest there are 5 hallmarks. However, there might be more (as facilitating or accelerating features, such as hallmarks 6 and 7).

Up to 10% of human population have largely unknown defects in the immunity causing them to develop tuberculosis. Perhaps several hallmarks/groups of predisposing factors involving innate and adaptive immunity contribute to these defects. Their number is unknown but here we propose (at least) 5. The hallmarks of tuberculosis are (Figure 1):

1. Selection of the proper cellular host (i.e. pulmonary macrophage, including TLR2 binding),
2. Avoidance of the phagocytic capability of the cellular host (i.e. blocking phago-lysosome),
3. Producing granulomatous (inflamed) physical barrier to sequester its replicative capability (perhaps, by producing toxins and molecules that dis-regulate the innate (and specific) immune responses, or recruit anti-inflammatory molecules to keep the balance with pro-inflammatory ones) and avoid resolution of inflammation making it chronic.

4. Enforcing a parasitic state in the host organism, leading to invasion of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* into other tissues and organs (dispersion, i.e. milliary TB), and producing infectious particles to make a spread by air.

5. Avoiding attack by the specialized immune cells (CD4 Th1 cells or NK cells that secrete IFN-γ), for example, by selecting a host with a "wrong or faint signature" (i.e. a hypomorphic HLA class II, "bad" peptide transporter gene, low IL-1 activity that decreases expression of class II, "bad" vitamin D receptor, etc.) for the activation of effector T cells or NK cells. This hallmark might be a facilitating one, i.e. it could affect other 4 hallmarks.

We propose that, in order for tuberculosis to manifest itself as a clinical disease, at least one of the molecular factors from each hallmark need to fail (5 in total). This can happen by chance, for example, when a child inherits a predisposing line-up of polymorphisms or epigenetic changes in genes encoding such factors. A single hallmark change cannot cause the disease alone. However, it can contribute to spreading the risk across the globe with human migration. For example, the clinical disease (in its worst form) would only ensue if a host has a genetic setup made of the following genes whose polymorphic alleles are hypothetically spread among the above-mentioned 5 groups:

1. A TLR2 variant that preferentially associates with TLR1 or TLR6 and binds *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* TLR2 variants that do not bind *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* would render such hosts unable to be infected, and perhaps that is why some persons that died by accidental death and no clinical disease had *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in lungs, but outside macrophages [19].

2. A variant encoding a relatively "weak enzyme" (or process) that cannot sufficiently digest the thick *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* capsule.

3. A variant coding for a putative "bad molecule", possibly a cytokine or its receptor, or an intracellular signaling molecule that can inhibit the activation of macrophages, which normally occurs via IFN-γ or IL-17, after the contact with the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* bacterium. (This "bad molecule" includes the latter two and possibly other cytokines belonging to the IL-12 / IFN-γ axis of macrophage activation).

4. A variant encoding a putative "anti-inflammatory" molecule (cytokine, receptor or soluble signaling molecule) that would allow "leaking" of the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* into the circulation, thereby spreading the infection to other tissues. (A putative TLR10 variant could preferentially bind TLR2, diminish inflammatory response, and thus allow for such leakage. Alternatively, a variant of a functional TLR2 chain that mostly gives low inflammatory signal either as a heterodimer with TLR1 or TLRL6, or in the ability to bind preferentially TLR10 rather than TLR1 or TLRL6. However, other molecules involved in the inhibition of innate immunity might also be involved.)

5. A variant encoding a protein molecule that would help *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* to avoid attack by the immune cells on the infected cells like macrophages, giant cells and cells in other tissues. This hallmark includes "bad recognition" of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* peptides by T cells (for example, inappropriate HLA) during lymphocytes' priming and targeting of their effector cells. Alternatively, in those individuals that have appropriate HLA molecules, perhaps a "bad" variant of a gene encoding a cytokine involved in the activation of CD4 and CD8 T cells might be present, allowing *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* to squeeze through the defense of the adaptive immune system. Additional alternatives could include variants that incapacitate NK cells, activate Tregs (that, in turn, inhibit anti-*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* response), or perhaps inhibit the immune system via other known mechanism. For these alternatives, most of the literature was cited in the manuscripts that we comment here [1,2].

We further suggest that defective risk factors (coming from all 5 hallmarks) are assembled differently in various human subpopulations. Perhaps, that is why there is a population-specific HLA Class II molecule that was found associated with tuberculosis, which probably poorly presents *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* peptides. Along the same lines we could explain differences between Chinese and Caucasian populations found in association with tuberculosis of the IL17(A/F) genes' SNPs. Perhaps due to overlapping functionality of some cytokines there might be an IL17-like-cytokine failure to complement putative hallmark no. 3 of TB risk in Caucasians.

How can we explain an increased risk for tuberculosis in patients with so-called "Mendelian susceptibility to Bacille Calmette-Guerin (BCG)" or after HIV infection? In both cases namely the risk seems to depend on a single trait, either a dominant gene defect in the IL-12/IFN-γ axis (i.e. IL-12 receptor, IFN-γ receptor) or in the depletion of CD4 T cells, respectively.

For the first problem, BCG is a live, attenuated preparation of vaccine that imitates *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*. Despite having much milder form of reaction in normal population, BCG can cause death in children that for hereditary reasons lack expression of, for example, the IFNGR1 gene [20]. Similar reports, which are very rare cases, have been documented for other genes in the IL-12 and IFN-γ signaling pathways (for a review see [21]). It seems that a sole hallmark-3 factor (bad IFNGR1 allele) can cause BCG-itis and perhaps tuberculosis [20]. We explain this by postulating that predisposing factors from other hallmarks (groups 1, 2, 4, and 5) must have been present already in such cases. Let's analyze which: TLR2 should be there (hallmark 1), the "bad enzyme" (hallmark 2), and the "bad allele" encoding IL-17 or TLR10 (hallmark 4) might also be present, and lastly, CD4 T cells (hallmark 5) could not be fully functional without the receptor (IFNGR1) that is essential for their effector ability(s). Perhaps hallmark 4 (spreading to other organs) might not be present, as BCG (in this particular rare case) could cause death differently (i.e. insufficiency of a single organ) from *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*. Furthermore, let us assume that the hallmark 5 defines risk of TB as a consequence of (at worst) a hypomorphic IFNGR1 and not a complete "knockout-type" allele. In the latter case, both hallmarks (3 and 5) would have failed. Therefore, the rare cases of Mendelian predisposition to BCG are individuals whose lack of hallmarks 3 and 5 (and the event of BCG vaccination) has brought to light this disease. Perhaps there are some who do not have risk affecting hallmarks 1, 2 or 4 and, according to our prediction, should not have such illness, but were not detected, simply because they were not ill and thus went unrecognized (yet). Only total genome DNA sequencing of a larger
proportion of humans (>million) would eventually reveal (or not) this issue.

Regarding the second issue (an HIV infection), the hallmark-5 factor is absent due to HIV-mediated depletion of functional CD4 T cells (or dendritic cells expressing CD4). If infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, development of clinical tuberculosis is seen in majority of such patients. This several fold increase in TB risk (up from 5-10% seen in normal population) we explain by postulating that other 4 hallmarks have been compromised in HIV-patients clinically ill with TB. Here, we need more data to support this conjecture. Theoretically, helper CD4 T cells secrete IFN-γ, which is also the hallmark no. 3. Similarly to previous argument with Mendelian susceptibility to BCG, here the risk for TB would already include defects in hallmarks 3 and 5.

Furthermore, the fact that not all (of HIV infected and in contact with Mycobacterium tuberculosis) become ill with TB might mean that some (if not all) risk factors have protective alleles. For the latter, protective candidates should be found among the remaining hallmarks (1, 2 and 4), possibly acting in concert with each other. In support, we already reported some evidence suggesting that individuals who are high secretors of IFN-γ might be protected against TB in normal (HIV-negative) population [3].

Perhaps we can increase the number of listed hallmarks (Figure 1) by dividing some or adding new ones, should there be good arguments and evidence for it. It is reasonable to assume that new knowledge would increase the number of TB hallmarks in the future. If we draw a parallel with cancer, again, then certain facilitating and/or accelerating hallmarks are missing from the above list. For example, is it possible that the growing Mycobacterium tuberculosis within the macrophage might affect metabolism of fat, amino acids or carbohydrates (Hallmark no. 6 in Figure 1)? In addition, and as a speculative question, can Mycobacterium tuberculosis provoke secretion of some hormones or locally produced cytokines, which would, in turn, accelerate the establishment of other hallmarks of tuberculosis (Hallmark no. 7 in Figure 1)?

Consequently, we believe that it is important to study genetic risk factors for TB in every human subpopulation similarly as it is done for cancer, especially now that novel immunotherapies, have opened new possibilities for novel anti-TB therapies, with microscopy-positive tuberculosis. Scand J Immunol 63: 136-141.


